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March 2019 — Newsbrief
Welcome to the March 2019 newsletter. The previous month was notable for the creation of over 14
million new My Health Records, taking the total to in excess of around 20 million, or 90.1 % of the population
according to the published statistics. Tasmania is a little above the national average at 90.3 %, but
comfortably trailing the leading Northern Territory at 93.6%. Apparently the region with over 100,000
crocodiles in the wild, feels that a shared health record is not a particularly scary thing! Page 2 of this newsletter is a quick guide to accessing the record for the first time from a patient perspective.
The other thing that happened this past month is the belated release of software upgrades for both
Medical Director (3.18) and Best Practice (Indigo SP1). I’ve included articles on the new features, which
means that an article on some of the individual TopBar Apps will have to wait until next month.

eReferral

Very little movement that I am aware of this month, except for the movement of one specialist to
another group, namely :
Dr Marion Chinnock
Gynaecology and Obstetrics
From hobartog To ewhealth
A point to note if you are a Medical Director practice referring electronically to Eternal Women’s Health. This
group runs a cloud based program called ClinicToCloud, which unlike most other places you refer to can only
accept referrals in plain text format. So next time you refer to any of their clinicians, make sure the format is
set to Plain Text as per the illustration below.

The good news is, once you do this once, MD will remember that this is the format for this practitioner.

Bits

One publication that caught my eye recently was the annual report by the NPS Choosing Wisely
initiative which seems to be focussed on examining ways that the sector can cut down on unnecessary
investigations and treatments. In the best traditions of cherry-picking and with the ongoing MyHR
experience firmly in mind, I was drawn to a particular quote by Associate Professor Nola Ries, of the Faculty
of Law, University of Technology, Sydney, ….
“There seems to be some evidence that clinicians misperceive the scope of their
legal risk, that the law is more onerous than it is…”
I was also interested to read that when given a list of possible reasons “Why health professionals request an
unnecessary test, treatment or procedure”, the following reason was agreed with by 54% of GPs.
Difficulties accessing information from doctors in other settings including results .
This does seem to refute the idea that the MyHR is solving a problem that doesn’t exist.
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MyHR

The Opt-Out period for the My Health Record (MyHR) is finally done and dusted, and there are now
more than 20 million Australians with a MyHR. I would encourage practice staff to become familiar with the
MyHR from the patient perspective, for their own benefit and also to help with conversations with patients.
With this in mind, I have put together a cheat-sheet on accessing the record for the first time.
The process involves signing in to the MyGov website and linking your MyHR to your MyGov account.
Sign in to MyGov account:

(video)

1) Using your internet browser, go to my.gov.au or search for MyGov in google and click on
the link.
2) Either
a) Sign in to your MyGov account if you already have one.
OR
b) Click on Create an Account. To create an account you will be asked to do the
following simple steps:


Read and agree to the terms and conditions



Nominate an email address that isn’t already associated with a MyGov
account



Input the code that is sent to that email address



Indicate your mobile number (optional) and input the code they send you



Create a password (7 characters, at least 1 number and 1 letter)



Select three personal security questions and their answers.



Click Continue to MyGov.

Link your MyHR to your MyGov account: (video)
When you have signed in to your MyGov account or just finished creating your account, you link it to
your MyHR by either clicking on the Link my First Service box, or by clicking on My Health Record under the
Services menu.
You will then be asked to Verify your Identity. This involves selecting either Use my Medicare Card or
Use My Access Code. Select the Medicare Card option unless your general practice has created an MyHR for
you and given you an Identity Verification Code (IVC) or you have got one from Medicare.
Use My Medicare Card

OR

Enter your:

Medicare Number
Name
Date of Birth
Address
Click Next

Enter your:

Medicare Card Expiry Date
Bank Account details that Medicare use
GP Practice Postcode
Click Next

Use My Access Code
Enter your:

Access Code
Last Name
Date of Birth
Medicare Number
Click Next

When you have completed either of the above you now have full and ongoing access to your MyHR.
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MD

Medical Director released it’s 3.18 update in late February. The update comprises various bits and
pieces ranging from useful to cosmetic. They are as follows.
1) Window Tiling: Many years ago, if you had a big enough monitor you could be working on a letter
in one half of the screen and viewing the clinical record in the other half, editing in either section without
problems. Actually, not many knew you could do this, but the functionality disappeared when Microsoft
Windows brought in auto-maximising for the active window. Well now it is fixed, and you should definitely
let your GPs know. If you are in letter writer, go to the Window menu and select Tile Vertically. You will be
free to move freely in both the document and the clinical record, including using Ctrl-C and Ctrl-V to copy
and paste between the different sections of the screen.
2) Reprinting and Reusing pathology requests: From the Pathology Request screen, you know have
access to buttons that let you reprint a previous request, or reuse the details from a previous request.

I imagine this becomes very handy, if the patient has lost the piece of paper. Clicking on either of the buttons
shown brings up a list of requests to choose from. Note that the only requests shown will be ones
generated after the 3.18 upgrade.
3) Online Directory Searches: I’d be a whole lot more excited about this if the functionality linked to
MDExchange and assisted with electronic referral. Sadly it doesn’t yet, but what it does do is give you a
search window for various online directories, and the ability to add practitioners into your local address book
from the search results.

The button is found at the bottom of your address book window as depicted above. On the screen that
follows there is a Use Extended Search checkbox which lets you search more directories. I’ve found it to have
middling results, with some providers listed, some not and some just returning a name and a provider
number. As I have mentioned before, if practices want to support this kind of functionality, maintaining
your practitioner details here https://aupd.healthlink.net/ would certainly assist.
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MD

MD 3.18 Update continued..
It’s actually a good way of locating someone’s Healthlink EDI address, although you still have to look them up
in the existing manner to make them available for MDExchange sending.
It seems relevant at this point to say that probably the best way to refer to specialists not in your address
book is to use the Refer sidebar widget provided by Healthshare.

You can generate a referral from this source , as
well as being able to factor Health Fund Gap
Participation into your search criteria.

4) July 2018 Immunisation Schedule changes: These are now included in the immunisation module.

5) PKI Certificate Expiry: Rendering the article
in my December newsletter a little obsolete, MD
will now prompt you on login when any of your
PKI certificates are expiring in the next 30 days.

6) Cytology and Imaging MyHR upload non-consent box: When you request one of these
investigations you have the ability to flag it as not for upload to the MyHR by the lab. The default is consent,
and whilst you may consider the issue on each occasion, you absolutely do not have to get patient consent
on each occasion. At the moment the point is relatively moot, as I’m not sure that any of the private
laboratories have got MyHR uploading yet, although the RHH and LGH have been doing it for a few months.
7) Also:


Imaging requests now include the clinicians or clinics fax Number



MD Toolbar Icon to bring up Pracsoft



Schedule 8 medication scripts and some others will now have the patient’s D.O.B.



The EDAN SE-1515 PC ECG is now compatible with Clinical



Recall searches can now include inactive patients (Not sure why)

 Patient lists can now display deceased patients
If you want the release notes without the commentary, click here.
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BP

Best Practice released it’s Indigo Service Pack 1 in February, with the major changes being the
inclusion of a couple of online referral/address directories and the introduction of SMS options in virtually
every patient contact workflow that you can envisage. Because of the size of these changes, I will deal with
them across 2 newsletter issues.
Online Healthshare and Healthlink directories.
The above directories can now be enabled in BP and available during the referral process. The steps
are as follows:
To enable the directory at practice level, go to Setup..Configuration..General and select Healthlink as
the Online Directory for Contacts. At this point, it’s the only choice, but there will be more choices in
the future, as different products subscribe to the Fast Healthcare Interoperability Services (FIHR)
standards.

The good news for Tasmania is that Healthlink is the messaging network we predominantly use anyway. Next, on an individual level, go to Setup..Preferences ..Letters, and tick the box that enables the
display of the online directory at referral creation, and also select what you want your default address
book to be.

I would still leave the local address book as the default one, but what you have enabled with these
settings , is reasonably seamless access to the online national provider directories of both Healthshare and
Healthlink, and happily, to a reasonable extent these directories “talk to each other” as we will see.
Certainly, if you were opening a new practice with it’s own BP database, the task of building an address
book just got a whole lot easier.
When you next go to communicate with
an external provider, your addressee
selection screen will be divided into 2
parts, with the top half being the address book you were always used to and
functioning the same way.
The bottom half gives you access to the
online healthlink directory for other
providers addresses both physical and
electronic. It is searched automatically
for whatever parameters you supply,
even if all the information required is
already in your local address book.
The tabs at the top let you move between your local address book and other online directories.
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BP

Indigo Service Pack 1 - Online Directories continued..
In the example we started on the previous page, a southern doctor wanted to refer a patient to a
Gastroenterologist based in Launceston, but had no contact details in their address book. Switching to the
Healthshare tab at the top of the screen, they are able to perform a search for what they are looking for, and
subsequently make a selection as depicted below..





1)

Input your search criteria, using specialty and post
code and optionally Health Fund gap participation.
Note the ability to also search by practitioner name.

2)

Select the desired practitioner from the list provided.

3)

View the full detail that has been provided to
Healthshare by the practitioner. If you are happy
with your selection, click Write Referral and you will
be returned to your referral template, with the
appropriate address details populated.
If you would like to send the letter electronically,
click the Refer via Secure Messaging option. You will
be returned to the initial address book screen where
the details of the provider you selected will be
passed to the online Healthlink Directory in the
bottom half of the screen, and a search performed.

4)





As you can see, the provider has been found in the
Healthlink directory. Select the provider and click
Synchronise, to copy the contact detail to your local
address book (Contacts) or click Use Contact, which
will result in the details being copied to Contacts as
above, and also populated in the referral letter you
are working on, and which you will be returned to.
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BP

Indigo Service Pack 1 - Online Directories continued..
Once you have selected Synchronise or Use Contact, or merely double clicked on the name in the lower
window, they will become a linked Contact in your local directory. These contacts will be “in synch” with the
online directory to help ensure that you have the most up-to-date details. They will be flagged by a
icon
in the referral selection screen, and in your local contacts they will have an “Unlink” button.

Once these contacts are synched, you cannot change any of the key details without first unlinking the
contact via the button shown at bottom left. Once you do this, the contact will not be synched with the
online version. If you re-enable synchronisation, the details from the online directory will overwrite the local
one. It’s worth remembering though, that the comment field is not part of the online information, so you can
freely edit that at any time, whether the contact is linked or not.
Sometimes when you add from the online directory, the coded category of the clinician may not match with
the contact categories you have in Best Practice, and you will see a message like this:
Our options here are to either a) Use the Create New button to
add the “Cardiologist” coding to our local
directory, or b) Select our local category of “Cardiology” and
map it to the online “Cardiologist” category using the OK
button. Selecting method b) would enable us to be lined up
with the online categories for future provider searching without having too many similar categories in our local contacts.

My tip would be, if you are looking for a non-local provider by category, you should search via the
Healthshare directory initially. If you know the providers name and especially if you want to refer
electronically, you should search from the initial contact selection screen.
Whilst online directories are never 100% accurate, we are seeing a steady evolution in electronic
communications and their integration into clinical systems. As I have mentioned before, I would encourage
you to ensure your that the providers at your practice are accurately reflected here and here.
Other SP1 Enhancements quickly.
Immunisation Schedule changes from 1/7/18 are now included
You can now prescribe on behalf of another practitioner (needs permission set)
Breast and Prostate are now available as MRI choices (both genders)
Travel advice printed now shows country checked in daily notes
See April newsletter for Part 2 - Communication Enhancements.
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